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Lecture 14: Security Warnings



What to do about hazards?



Best solution: Remove hazard



Next best: guard against hazard



If all else fails: warn



Text-based Warnings



Icon-based warnings























Security Warnings



Security dialogs context dependent

• Security warning dialogs 
more like warnings on wine 
than warnings on poison

• Software developers place 
burden of assessing risk 
on users



Support user decision
• Use automated analysis to determine probability of 

danger

Might be 
dangerous

Very low 
probability of 

danger

High 
probability of 

danger

Improve warnings

Help user decide by asking question 
user is qualified to answer

Block User must 
decide

Don’t bother 
user



Good warnings

• Help users determine whether they are at risk

• Stop users from doing something dangerous in risky 
context

• Don’t interfere with non-risky contexts



Bad Warnings



Image courtesy of Johnathan Nightingale

Bad Warnings



Users swat away 
warning dialogs
How can we get them
to pay attention?



Can you spot the suspicious software?

suspiciousbenign



Attracting users’ attention
How can we focus users’ 
attention on key 
information they need to 
make informed 
decisions?

C. Bravo-Lillo, L.F. Cranor, J. Downs, S. Komanduri, R.W. Reeder, S. Schechter, and M. Sleeper. Your 
Attention Please: Designing security-decision UIs to make genuine risks harder to ignore. SOUPS 2013.



How can we get users to notice 
suspicious publishers?
▪ Use attractors to draw attention to publisher name

▪ Force delay before users can install

▪ Force interaction before users can install

▪ Force users to read publisher name





Do any of these work?
• Do attractors and other techniques prevent suspicious 

installs without preventing benign installs?

• How much do attractors delay benign installs?



Methodology requirements

• Massive, inexpensive, quick 

• Remote observation/recording of behavior

• Participants should feel safety/risk and behave as they 
would in real life

• But should not actually be at increased risk through 
participation in experiment

real non-security 
tasks

simulated risk



Online games evaluation survey



Assigned game #1: Mars Buggy Online

Attention: The website whose URL appears above is external to 
this study. Our researchers do not control its contents

















Participant decision design
• Workers in Amazon's Mechanical Turk aim to:

• Complete tasks they accept (otherwise, don't earn money)
• Minimize time and effort (so they can complete more tasks)

• Our message to participants:
• “You may skip a game. If you do, we will assign you another”

• Decision designed to gamble time/money for security:
• Install → Take small risk, play the game, finish sooner
• Not install → Not take any risks, not play the game, waste time



Results are encouraging
• 2,227 participants encountered dialogs

• Benign scenario
• Installation not prevented
• But some approaches slowed people down

• Suspicious scenario
• Our new dialogs reduced installations
• Swipe, type, and delay were particularly effective



What if they saw attractors repeatedly?

• Conducted more experiments

• Scenario in which participants had to dismiss a dialog 
repeatedly for several minutes until the dialog changed

• Measured rate of compliance with changed dialog

• Showed that some attractors performed better than 
control in presence of habituation



Habituation experiment

• Show dialog repeatedly with 
irrelevant message

• Ask participants to click “Yes”

• Change salient field to “Click 
on No”

• Check if participants notice the 
change and click “No”



Those who perform well may be rewarded with opportunities
to finish the study early while still receiving their full payment.

















Habituation Results



“Harder to ignore” experimental design

▪ {6 dialogs} x {4 exposure conditions} = 24 conditions
• Dialogs: Control, Swipe, Type, AC + Delay, Reveal, ANSI
• Exposure to 'irrelevant message': 1 exposure, 3 exposures, 20 

exposures, 150 sec. of exposure

▪ Two phases:
• Habituation phase: participants are shown irrelevant message, 

they could only click on “Yes”
• Test phase: participants are asked to click “No”

C. Bravo-Lillo, L. Cranor, S. Komanduri, S. Schechter, M. Sleeper. Harder to Ignore? Revisiting Pop-Up Fatigue 
and Approaches to Prevent It. SOUPS 2014.
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Experience sampling warnings study

▪ Participants expressed a variety of reasons for choosing 
to adhere to or proceed past a given warning

▪ Warnings have improved from prior work and additional 
improvements may require refinements on a case-by-
case basis

▪ Habituation may play a smaller role than previously 
thought

R. Reeder, A. Felt, S. Consolvo, N. Malkin, C. Thompson, and S. Egelman. An Experience Sampling Study of User 
Reactions to Browser Warnings in the Field. CHI 2018.







Analyze with NEAT SPRUCE

▪ Necessary
▪ Explained

▪ Actionable

▪ Tested

▪ Source
▪ Process
▪ Risk
▪ Unique knowledge
▪ Choices
▪ Evidence

Your web browser thinks this is a phishing web site. Do you want 
to go there anyway?

Go there anywayDon’t go there



Exercise: Warning design
• USB flash drives can spread infections in a number of ways. See 

http://www.cioinsight.com/security/the-dangers-of-unsecured-usb-drives

• Attackers may distribute infected flash drives by leaving them around 
where employees of a target company are likely to pick them up. In 
addition, a user who uses a flash drive to exchange files with another user 
whose machine is already infected, may pick up the infection on the flash 
drive and bring it to their own machine. Some companies are prohibiting 
their employees from using flash drives, but others are just asking their 
employees to be careful. 

• Imagine a security tool that runs on a user’s computer and monitors the 
USB ports, looking for programs that run automatically when a flash drive 
is plugged in. When an autorun program is detected it prevents it from 
running and displays a warning. The warning dialog offers users the 
option of letting the program run. Design the warning.

• In a group, sketch a warning design

http://www.cioinsight.com/security/the-dangers-of-unsecured-usb-drives


Security Warnings


